See the full information at:
www.alicante-spain.com/alicante_airport.html

Coming into Alicante airport area, take the middle lane
direction Terminal Building.

Depending on which part of the airport you want to go you pick one of
the three lanes right underneath the signs. (Note: the signs on the photo
are enlarged for better visibility).
Please also note, currently the signs are only in Spanish and Valenciano
language.

If you take the direction to parking area and arrivals, you will see that
the street splits into three separate lanes. As shown on the signs, you
take either the lane back to Alicante and Murcia, or for the parking
garage and car hire drop off area or you head to the arrivals area.
Note: Signs shown on the photo left are enlarged for better visibility.

If you took the departures lane at the corner sign (image 2), you will
be led to take the right hand lane to the Alicante airport departure area.
Only if you are driving a charter bus or have deliveries for the airport;
you should consider the left lane

If you took the parking and car hire lane, you will end up at the back
of the parking building of the airport. The Alicante airport parking
building has two entrances. The first entrance is parking. The second
is for your rental car or car hire drop off.

The terminal building has one additional
level (Level 1) between the departure
area and arrival area. This “in-between”
level only hosts a tunnel passage-way
connecting the parking building with the
terminal building. (It is not shown in the
picture No.5 above.)

At the lowest level (Level -2) is the “bus
level”, which is where most buses ( all
charter buses) stop. (The exception are
some local subus and alsa buses, which
stop at the end of the departure area).

